A formula for the longitudinal coupling impedance at frequencies above or below the tube cut-off is derived. The round tube is infinite in length, and has an arbitrary, smooth variation of radius over a finite interval.
DEFUVATION OF THE EQUATION
The method described here may be a useful complement to general purpose programs for computation of fields, especially for high frequency phenomena. Based on a system of integre algebraic equations, it gives analytic formulas for a first approximation, and also a numerical technique for very accurate solutions. A first report on the analytic and numerical results was given in [l] . Here I review the analytic approach and give an example. The method will be described for the case of the longitudinal impedance in a tube with circular cross section and infinite conductivity. It can be extended to treat transverse fields, wall resistance, and pipes of rectangular cross section.
We take cylindrical coordinates ( r , 4, z ) and suppose that the tube radius is given as R ( z ) = b-es(z), where the function s(z) is zero for 1 .1 > g, and not necessarily even in z . We aisuFe that s has a continuous first derivative s ' , normalized so tha: maxls'l = 1; thus s'(fg) = 0. With this normalization, c measures the effective strength of the wall perturbation; a perturbative method may succeed if e is small compared to 1. We work in the frequency domain, with the time dependence exp(-iwt). Attention is restricted t o positive values of w , which suffice to express the wake field, thanks to the reflection property of the impedance, Z(w) =
Z(-w)'.
The source is assumed to be axisymmetric, a rigid bunch with total charge q and charge density [l]). We have assumed that a(k, w ) is analytic in k ; our construction of solutions will in fact yield an entire function of k .
The boundary condition on the wall is that E = (Erl E,) be perpendicular to the tangent vector 
Below cutoff, (4) is an integral equation [3] for a ( k , w ) . Above cutoff it is an integrealgebraic equation, since the values a ( k , w ) at the poles on the real axis constitute a discrete set of unknowns to be determined along with the continuous, nonpolar part. These values determine the amplitudes of outgoing waves.
By reversing the order of integrals we see that any solution of (4) may be written in the form Since the the region of integration is finite, a ( k , w ) is an entire function of k, as promised.
FORMULA FOR THE IMPEDANCE
An integration by parts on the first two terms of (5) puts the kernel in the form This shows that the kernel is formally O(E), and therefore suggests that the equation (4) might be solved by iteration when E is small. *The first approximation is obtained by putting a = S under the integral in (4).
Since the impedance is proportional to Q(w/c,w), and S(w/c, w) = 0, the lowest order impedance is O(c2).
To evaluate the approximated integfal of (4) at the synchronous point k = w/c we express S in terms of its The formula (10) now involves powers of E higher than the second through the presence of R(z) in the denominator of (7) and in (12). To pick out just the c2 part we put R(z) = b in both locations. Invoking the usual definition of the impedance in terms of the wake potential, we find Z(w) = -2na(w/c, w)/(qf(w/c)). Then from (7), (lo), and (12) we have the impedance to lowest order in E as
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Below cutoff the k, are all positive imaginary, and the impedance is reactive as required; (the integral is real, since the integrand goes into its complex conjugate on A closer look shows that the formula (13) is actually invalid for the frequency w in a small neighborhood of each traveling wave cutoff, where wb/c = jo,. The kernel K has an inverse square-root singularity at such points, owing to the factor l/k, in (12). It is therefore not small near such frequencies, and the iterative method fails. The same singularity appears in the field expansion (l), from the residue of the pole as it strikes the real axis. It is cancelled by a corresponding zero of a(k,w) at k = fk,, so that the amplitude of the newly appearing outgoing wave is finite. We have verified that this mechanism operates in the numerical calculation of Ref.
[l], but it is a "nonperturbative" effect that cannot take place in a lowest order calculation. In plotting results from (13), we delete small neighborhoods of the bad points, and let the plotting program interpolate nearby values to fill in the gaps. This is justified by the smooth beha[5 vior of Z found in the numerical solutions.
As an example for arbitrary frequency, we take s(z) = d(l + cos(7rpz/g))/2, where p is an odd integer, thus E = 7rpldl/(2g). An exact evaluation of (13) for this model yields z --* U).
(14) where
The first term is imaginary at all w, and so is the sum for
The sum for s 5 s , is complex, and of course present only above cutoff. Its real part is nonnegative as it should be, corresponding to energy lost by the bunch to outgoing waves. The term h(-w) has poles, but they are cancelled by corresponding poles in the sum on s. 
